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PEDAGOGICAL VISUALIZATIONS OF LONGER WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS:

EPISTEMIC NETWORK ANALYSIS AS A FORMATIVE EVALUATION TOOL?
Simon Skov Fougt, University College Copenhagen, Denmark; Amanda Siebert-Evenstone, Sara Tabatabai and Brendan Eagan, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
USA

ID:4) and one high (red, ID:2), using 8 general literary analysis 
terms

well as strengths of the individual connections; and (b)

3.  Choosing the right keywords?
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RESEARCH QUESTION
Can epistemic network analysis (ENA) be used as a tool 

for the professor to support the understanding of subject 

learning and assessment when network visuals are 

compared to given grades (low (F), middle (C-D), high
(A-B))?

THEORY: EPISTEMIC FRAMES 
Several learning theories describe complex thinking as 

understanding connections among domain elements 

(Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981; Bransford, Brown & 

Cocking, 1999). Shaffer (2017) builds on these ideas 

characterizing learning as developing an epistemic 

frame, which is made up of the “collections of skills, 

knowledge, identities, values, and epistemology that 

professionals use to think” (Shaffer, 2006, p.12).

EMPIRICAL DATA: 

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS
16 Danish L1 student teachers wrote a five-page literary

analysis of a short story to pass the fictional-text module 

of the L1 specialization (one semester), see fig. 1.

Figure 1. Examples of the written assignments

METHOD: ENA
Epistemic Network Analysis (ENA) is a tool for 

measuring and visualizing relationships between 

concepts in students’ discourse (Shaffer, 2017). ENA 

analyzes the structure of connections by looking at the 

co-occurrence of concepts (codes) (see fig. 2) within a 

defined stanza (see fig. 3) and creates a discourse 

network model hereof (see fig. 4-5) (Shaffer, 2017).

Figure 2. Co-occurrence of concepts within a defined stanza

ENA enables the comparison of networks in terms of (a)
complexity, or the number of types of connections, as 

statistics summarizing the weighted structure of network

Figure 3. Stanzas

The 16 assignments were initially traditionally assessed 

by their lecturer by giving them a grade A-F.

Subsequently, these assignments were analyzed with 

ENA, using two sets of eight deductive codes to 

investigate whether ENA could indicate the quality of the 

assignment based on visuals of the network and as 

compared to grades.

RESULTS: AN INDICATION
ENA can visualize and confirm the quality of the assignments compared to given 

grades (see fig. 4-5). The high performing students (grades A-B) make more 

connections between subject terms (thickness of the line) as well as an increased 

number of types of connections (more codes), as compared to middle (C-D) and low 

(F) performers. The density of the structure of connections between codes matches 

with the grades given by the instructor

Figure 4. The epistemic networks of one low performing student (green, ID:16 ), one middle (blue,

Figure 5. The epistemic networks of one low performing student  (green, ID: 6), one middle 

(blue, ID:10) and one high (red, ID:8), using 8 general literary analysis terms and 8 specific 

literary terms

PERSPERCTIVES AND DISCUSSIONS
1.  Using ENA as a tool to support formative evaluation - a tool for whom?

2. Using ENA as a tool to support understanding of subject learning (‘proofing’ the 

complex thinking approach) - a tool for whom?

4.  Choosing the right number of keywords?
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Learning design (LD) in virtual and blended learning
environments can be supported by learning analytics (LA) through
providing explicit feedback to teachers about learning and
teaching processes. However, to-date, this area has received little
attention. This doctoral project intends to explore the potential for
leveraging LA in support of and for evaluation of LDs, by
exploring how different LD choices made by teachers impact
students’ learning experiences and performance.

ALIGNING  LEARNING  ANALYTICS & LEARNING  DESIGN

Rogers Kaliisa, Anders Kluge & Anders Mørch
University of Oslo, Department of Education (IPED) (rogers.kaliisa@iped.uio.no)

ABSTRACT METHODS & MATERIALS

REFERENCES

LD & LA FRAMEWORK

EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION

BACKGROUND/PROBLEM

❖ LD can be supported by LA through providing explicit
feedback to teachers [2]

❖ Thus, there is an increasing interest to explore the dynamics of
LA & LD [2,3,4]

❖ However, empirical studies on the subject is limited

❖ Issues of how different LD decisions/patterns affect students’
learning experiences & performance have received little
attention

❖ The combination of LA outcomes & students’ voice to redesign
courses is also missing [4]

❖ Design: Educational design research

❖ Approach: Explanatory sequential mixed methods

❖ Data sources: Web-analytics (i.e. system logs from the Learning
Management System (LMS) ‘Canvas’), self-reported surveys, in-class
observations and interviews

❖ Data types: Students’ performance/participation data, access to course
material, online engagement (e.g. online discussions), average time on
task, and student feedback

❖ Empirical Context: Three blended undergraduate courses @ University
of Oslo

❖ Sample: Teachers (6) 2 from @ course scenario, and students (300)
Approx. 100 from @ course

❖ Sampling procedure: Theoretical/purposive sampling

❖ Analysis techniques: Descriptive & inferential statistics, social
network analysis, interaction analysis & thematic analysis

❖ Empirical discussion for the potential of LA towards LD
❖ Exploring the impact of students’ involvement in LD decisions
❖ Formal validation/revision of LA tools and frameworks (i.e. the

conceptual framework linking LD with LA) in natural learning
environments

1.Bakharia, A., Corrin, L., de Barba, P., Kennedy, G., Gašević, D., Mulder, R., & 

Lockyer, L. (2016, April). A conceptual framework linking learning design with learning 

analytics.

2.Lockyer, L., Heathcote, E., & Dawson, S. (2013). Informing pedagogical action: 
Aligning learning Analytics with learning design. American Behavioural Scientist, 57(10), 
1439-1459.

3.Pozzi, F., & Persico, D. (2013). Sustaining learning design and pedagogical planning 
in CSCL. Research in Learning Technology, 21.

4.Rienties, B., & Toetenel, L. (2016). The impact of learning design on student 
behaviour, satisfaction and performance: A cross-institutional comparison across 151 
modules. Computers in Human Behavior, 60, 333-341. 

PURPOSE & QUESTIONS

The aim of the study is to explore how different learning design
choices/patterns made by teachers impact students’ learning
experiences and performance, using LA and disposition data
obtained by self-reports as points of reference.

Questions

RQ1: To what extent are the teachers’ learning design decisions
associated with students’ learning experiences and performance?

RQ2: How do LA outcomes contribute to improvements in
learning design experiences?

RQ3: How does the involvement of students’ voice impact
teachers’ learning design decisions?

CHALLENGES/ADVICE SOUGHT

❖ Finding appropriate external analytics tools to plug-into the LMS
(Canvas)

❖ Harvesting & Analysis of data from the LMS (Canvas)
❖ Developing appropriate measures of LA & LD data
❖ Gaining informed consent from students/access to relevant data from

the University LMS

Figure 1. Conceptual framework linking LD  with  

LA  [1]
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“Good Cop versus Bad Cop perspective”
.

The

• Received the test 
case

• Made the test 
case

• Uploaded case
text

• 75 case 
texts

• 75 feedback 
sheets

Learning  analytics  is  usually  defined  as
“the

data about learners and their contexts, for 
purposes

environments  in which it occurs”, cf.
(Siemens

which uses a big data approach and this
poster

offers a bit more comprehensive  definition.
He

Methodology and Empirical
Basis
A total of 75 students from different
classes studying different programmes at
Copenhagen Business School and
SmartLearning
participated in five controlled studies.

The test persons followed this
process

• Received written
instructions

• Switched on their integrated screen
recorder

• Uploaded screen
recording

• Self-assessed their
performance

The five controlled studies resulted in a total
of

• 75 screen recordings (approx. 1 hour
each)

• 75 self-
assessments

which is the empirical basis of this
poster.

Theory

measurement, collection, analysis and reporting

of of understanding and optimizing learning and

the

2011). But that is conventional learning

analytics, uses a different approach, cf. (Duval

2012), who

defines learning analytics as “about
collecting traces that learners leave behind and
using those traces to improve learning”.

And this is in fact what this poster is based on.
To use “traces that learners leave behind” to
improve learning. Learning and learning transfer
are what this poster focuses on.

As will appear this poster is based on a thick
data approach, realizing that big data do have

Model on Qualitative Learner
Analytics

Semester Process

The teacher uses three case-based
assignments. One assignment at the start of the
semester, one mid-semester assignment and one
end of semester assignment based. The
process
is based on the same rubric, self-assessment
and feedback rubric, which enables the
teacher to follow learning performance and
progress.

Rubric

Rubric Feedback

Feedback Sheet

Screen Recording

Analysis and Discussion

Learning analytics as a field has to some extent
been hijacked by technologists, cf. also
(Bernhardt & Simonsen 2017), who refer to this
questions as the

approach presented in this poster attempts to get
the discussion on the right track again,
because our efforts must focus on the student
and the learning process. The model on
qualitative learner analytics and the semester
process outlined above, offer an alternative
approach and is called learner analytics.

The use of rubrics, self-assessments and
screen recordings are particularly powerful,
because they enable the teacher and the student
to focus on the “how” and the “why”. It is also
argued that the model and process suggested
also enable the teacher to design for learning, cf.
also (Nortvig 2016). Finally, it is argued that
learning also takes place as a social process
between peers and between the student and the
teacher, and it is argued that rubrics, screen
recordings and feedback sheets support that
social learning process.

Conclusion
The objectives of this poster was to discuss a
student and learning transfer-oriented model on
qualitative learner analytics and to discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of this method. On
the basis of data from five controlled experiments
with different classes at CBS a model on
qualitative learner analytics was developed. It was
found that the model in fact works in practice and
that the students seem to like the personal
feedback sessions based on screen
recordings and feedback rubrics. Admittedly,
the process is quite time-consuming, because the
teacher needs to process a lot of data and
spend time on personal F2F feedback sessions
with
the student.
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Introduction &
Problem
This poster calls for an increased student
and learning transfer-oriented approach in
learning analytics.

The technology perspective prevails, and the
focus in learning analytics has so far been
primarily on "what", i.e. quantitative
measurements of the performance of students.

This poster suggests an alternative and
more learning transfer-centered approach, which
focuses on "how", i.e. qualitative recordings of the
actions of the student.

The objective of this poster is to discuss a
student and learning transfer-oriented model on
qualitative learner analytics and to discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of using screen
recordings, feedback rubrics, self-evaluations and
feedback sessions.

Qualitative Learner Analytics:

Screen Recordings and Learning Feedback
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